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Title word cross-reference

5 × 7 [MBG77].

4th [HAB98].

66-2R [Sey66].

7-10 [VC92]. 76 [Car80]. 7th
[HAB98, Zla92].

80000 [ISO09]. 80000-2 [ISO09]. 80’S
[Dun80]. 8400 [Lev84].

‘92 [VC92, Zla92]. ‘95 [Lev95]. 9541
[SBSG89]. ‘98 [HAB98].

= [Can93, ICC65a, MB96].

ABC [Lin82]. ABCs [Col89]. ABP [Lip78].
Abstract [Bro69]. academic [Wal82].
acceptance [Gul62]. Access
[Day83, PRB87]. accessories [Lin30, Linxx].
According [Ano86b]. accuracy
Back-propagation [HYH89].
Back-propagation [HYH91]. Bangla
[PC94]. Bangladeshi [PC94]. Bangor
[Uni74]. Barbara [GR94]. Barnett [Sey66].
Based [Gel91, Pow86, BS96, GMZZ94].
Basic [BL84, CBM99, Gho84, Col62, Kle79, RM74,
Sac86, Tay16, Her95]. BBN [Ano96e].
Bangladeshi [PC94].
Bangor [Uni74].
Barbara [GR94].
Barnett [Sey66].
Based [Gel91, Pow86, BS96, GMZZ94].
Basic [BL84, CBM99, Gho84, Col62, Kle79, RM74,
Sac86, Tay16, Her95]. BBN [Ano96e].

daily [Dep72, May69, Ten76]. Dallas [APL87]. Data [All81, AKWC82, Ben88, IKM82, RS84, Buc64, CBT88, FZ93, LA84, LA85, Rom75, SO94]. Database [HYC82, ZJ84, Myh90]. Databases [Kim90]. Datasync [Bry84]. d’Athènes [Mac96]. Day [Dow98, Ame30]. days [Str93]. DC [Lan71, CCT65, ICC65b, JSG78]. December [Ano92, Lan71, Ano96a].


department [Jac74, Wil37]. Description [Ges86, Fos81]. descriptions [CDV95].

Design [Ben85, BDH94, BHH99, BDH02, BCJR87, CDM02, Dow98, Hel99, Kadi11, Kim80, Kin93, Meg98, MNN79, MNN79, Mü96, NKM089, PRB87, Rub88, SOE77, SDB88, Tri69, Wag85, ZL87, ZA87, Cos86, Cus11, Gho84, Gou78, Hal80, Hal81, Lab88, LLW95, LK95, Mas05, MR92a, MB96, Par93a, Par93b, Ros92a, Som90, Sou05, Tho77, Tho96, Uni78, Pri08]. designed [Kel19].

Designer [Hel98, Mü96, PK02, TR02, MW05]. designers [Kel10, MB96]. Designing [CBM99, WH95]. designs [Gou78, Zap68, ZB72]. Desk [Nat86].

Desk-top [Nat86]. Desktop [Ano96c, Cis87, Cra97b, FN87, Gel91, Mor87, WH17, YKT90, Bee86, Cra87a, Kle87, Kle90, NEL88, Ser88, GKO0].

Desktop-publishing [GK00]. details [Har83]. Detection [MC75]. Deutsche [BN85]. develop [Rom76]. developed [Ano96f]. Development [Ano83b, Dow98].
Developments [Zap07a, Hol84, Wal88].

Device [Bro85, IBC87, Wat84, WW82].

Device-Independent [Bro85, IBC87].

dformat [Ben88].

Diagnostics [EM84].

Diagrams [BJK87, Ros92b, Ing91].

Dictionary [Fos76].

dier [BL84].

Dierence [Ploxx, Pap91].

dierent [Ale92, WT28, Zap70, ZB72].

digiset [Zey74].

Digital [BBK13, BDN83, Col86, EGL97, Knu99, Rac84, Wad84, Ano96f, Bry96, BW95, Col89, HAB98, Lev84, MH89, Mor89, San99, Sey84b, Sey84a, Deu98].

Digitaler [Deu98].

digits [Ast72].

dimensional [MB96].

Dimensions [AKWC82, All81].

DIN [Deu98].

DIPS [FN85a, FN85b].

DIPS-106 [FN85a, FN85b].

direct [KNS90].

Directions [Knu79].

Directors [WW03].

Discrete [WH86b].

Discrete-Element [WH86b].

Display [AMS83, Ano86b, Lan49, Pad87, RS84, Tuñ83, UB95].

Displayed [Kor75].

Displays [MRS83, WH86b, Niz90].

disquisition [Kra96].

Distributed [BW84].

distribution [Buc84, ELS94].

dithering [AIDG95].

ditroff [AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyx].

diversions [WBS82].

Division [Sam82].

Do [Bry84, Cle82, Clo80].

Do-It-All [Bry84].

Document [BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, Lam86, Lam94, NCNS82, SO94, Sey82, SP87, Sru93, Tuñ85, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81, But94, CHMON, Bea88b, KL82, KH96, Kin93, McC88, WBS82, Won90].

Document-Preparation [BW82].

Documentary [Fle88].

Documentation [CW82, HY82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72, Des86].

Documents [BBKW98, GRM97, Hahl93, TCLM82, Woh98, AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hahl91, Uni85a].

does [Ber90].

Dokumentation [Uhn66].

Dokumenteneditor [Sch86a].

dominate [Ben95].

Doors [Dun83].

Dot [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, LJ90, Niz90, UB95].

Dot-Matrix [DiV84, LBS85, UB95].

dot/millimeter [LJ90].

downsample [ACG94].

downsample [ACG94].

Draft [BDN83, Kit84].

Draft-To-Text [BDN83].

Drive [JSG78, FB90, Druckkunst].

[Zap68, ZB72].

Drucktechnik [Deu98].

drukwerk [KVM02].

Dual [TA82].

Dual-Font [TA82].

Durham [Ano92].

Dwiggins [Fri83].

Early [Caro2, LR94, Hus85a, She50, Lin52].

earn [Pos78].

Ease [Abi88].

Eases [Nas94].

Easy [BF80, L92, Wil89].

economic [Dav88, Hau94, Mor89].

Economical [Sac80].

economically [Lin39].

écriture [PAL16].

EDIT [KAT90].

Edit [MH70, TH73].

Edit-insertion [MH70].
effect [SS82, Pow90, Ran96, WT28].

Effective [Gar73, Pin81, Pod84].

effectiveness [FZ93].

Effects [AMS83].

Effektivnosti [RF77].

Efficiency [RF77, WT26, WT33].

Efficient [Ghe87, IKM82, KB86, TC92].

efficiently [Lin39].

Einfuehrung [Scha88b].

Electric [Lab17].

Electronic [Ber75, Ber82, Bor85].

ditroff [AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyx].

diversions [WBS82].

Division [Sam82].

Bry84, Cle82, Clo80].

Do-It-All [Bry84].

Document [BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, Lam86, Lam94, NCNS82, SO94, Sey82, SP87, Sru93, Tuñ85, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81, But94, CHMON, Bea88b, KL82, KH96, Kin93, McC88, WBS82, Won90].

Document-Preparation [BW82].

Documentary [Fle88].

Documentation [CW82, HY82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72, Des86].

Documents [BBKW98, GRM97, Hahl93, TCLM82, Woh98, AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hahl91, Uni85a].

does [Ber90].

Dokumentation [Uhn66].

Dokumenteneditor [Sch86a].

dominate [Ben95].

Doors [Dun83].

Dot [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, LJ90, Niz90, UB95].

Dot-Matrix [DiV84, LBS85, UB95].
dot/millimeter [LJ90].
downsample [ACG94].
downsample [ACG94].

Draft [BDN83, Kit84].

Draft-To-Text [BDN83].

Drive [JSG78, FB90].

Druckkunst [Zap68, ZB72].

Drucktechnik [Deu98].
drukwerk [KVM02].

Dual [TA82].

Dual-Font [TA82].

Durham [Ano92].

Dwiggins [Fri83].

Early [Car02, LR94, Hus85a, She50, Lin52].
earn [Pos78].

Ease [Abi88].

Eases [Nas94].

Easy [BF80, L92, Wil89].
economic [Dav88, Hau94, Mor89].

Economical [Sac80].
economically [Lin39].

écriture [PAL16].

EDIT [KAT90].

Edit [MH70, TH73].

Edit-insertion [MH70].
effect [SS82, Pow90, Ran96, WT28].

Effective [Gar73, Pin81, Pod84].
effectiveness [FZ93].

Effects [AMS83].

Effektivnosti [RF77].

Efficiency [RF77, WT26, WT33].

Efficient [Ghe87, IKM82, KB86, TC92].
efficiently [Lin39].

Einfuehrung [Scha88b].

Electric [Lab17].

Electronic [Ber75, Ber82, Bor85].
ditroff [AB89, BD87, Pow90, BD88, Guyx].
diversions [WBS82].

Division [Sam82].

Bry84, Cle82, Clo80].

Do-It-All [Bry84].

Document [BW82, BW84, FSS82, Geh86, Geh87, GL88, Lam86, Lam94, NCNS82, SO94, Sey82, SP87, Sru93, Tuñ85, VC92, VP94, vV88, ANP81, But94, CHMON, Bea88b, KL82, KH96, Kin93, McC88, WBS82, Won90].

Document-Preparation [BW82].

Documentary [Fle88].

Documentation [CW82, HY82, Luc85, MPP81, Mar72, Des86].

Documents [BBKW98, GRM97, Hahl93, TCLM82, Woh98, AB89, ACG94, Bea77, Hahl91, Uni85a].

does [Ber90].

Dokumentation [Uhn66].

Dokumenteneditor [Sch86a].
dominate [Ben95].

Doors [Dun83].

Dot [BM87, DiV84, MBG77, LBS85, LJ90, Niz90, UB95].

Dot-Matrix [DiV84, LBS85, UB95].
dot/millimeter [LJ90].
downsample [ACG94].
downsample [ACG94].

Draft [BDN83, Kit84].

Draft-To-Text [BDN83].

Drive [JSG78, FB90].

Druckkunst [Zap68, ZB72].

Drucktechnik [Deu98].
drukwerk [KVM02].

Dual [TA82].

Dual-Font [TA82].

Durham [Ano92].

Dwiggins [Fri83].
[CH85, Jac79]. Formulae [Fuj94].
Formulas [HO87, Haa86, Thi83]. Forthe
[For89, Sni89, Sni90]. FORTRAN
[Her69, Her70, JK74, Her71]. Forty
[Cha97, L90, Ber23]. Founding [WG19].
foundries [Ann75, Ann94]. Fourth
[Ano91, Win90]. Font [Mur19].
FrameMaker [Ben95, Mur19]. francais
[Mac96]. France [Des86, HAB98, v88].
Franklin [Anoxox, Lin52, Mil55, Sta06]. free
[KD94]. French [And05, BL84, PAL16].
front [GSMN93]. Full [PRB87]. Fuller
[Cos86]. function [KH96]. functional
dG99]. Functions [HL87]. Future
[Ber82, Mor87, Opp85, MR92a].
gap [dG99]. Garamond [Ber23]. Gartom
[RF77]. Gee [Wil37]. Gegenwart
[Zap68, ZB72]. gender [Edv94]. general
[Par93a, Sle50]. generalization [GSKM92].
generalized [Lag95]. Generating
[Hol93, AB89, BS96, HF9+96].
Generation [Kit84, PS84, ST85, UKKS84,
Ano88, HBBG95, Kir05, LH91, MP94,
MP295, Riss88, Win90, Won89a]. Generator
[SSST83, THL80]. Generic [Aue88].
genesis [She50]. Geometric [FB85].
Georgia [Win90]. German
[Thi83, Bau41, Deu98, Deu94, Zap68, ZB72].
Gestaltung [MB96]. Gestaltungen
[Zap68, ZB72]. Ghost [Ano85c]. Giant
[Poy01a]. Gill [Gil91]. given [VDM+93].
Gks [SS86]. Gks-Graphiken [SS86].
Global [Hol96, HK94]. Glossary
[Ano83a, Com66, Com69, EAE’94, EAE+96,
Goo82, Nat87a, Nat87b, Com64, SS75].
Goodbye [Kir05]. Gospel [Gos90]. Goudy
[Gou78]. Goudy’s [Ber23]. Gourmet
[Spi90, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Spi86]. Grafica
[Gar80]. Grafik [Blu86]. grammar [Int60].
grap [GL88, BK86, BK90]. Graphic
[BDH+94, BHH+99, BDH02, Hel98, Hel99,
Her78a, Her78b, Meg98, Mub96, SDB88,
MB96, WH76]. Graphical [Mol93].

Graphics
[CW82, Dun80, GRM97, Hoe98, RSR1,
Wal87, Bea88a, CK88, Ike95, Ker81, Ker82a,
Ker82b, Van81a, Van80, Van81b, WW82].
Graphik [SS86]. Graphiken [SS86].
Graphs [BK90, BK86]. gratified [Ber23].
gray [Woo87]. grayscale [HBBG95]. Great
[Bra13b]. Greater [Uni74]. Greek [Mac96].
greyvalue [HD88]. Grid [MB96, TR02].
gridfont [GSKM92]. Growing [WG19].
growth [Bli82]. Guide
[Dod97, Fel03, Hal93, Lam86, Lam94, Spi90,
Ano86f, Ano87a, Ano87c, Ano89a,
Bar71, Ber75, BW95, Dal80, Fos76, Hal91,
Hal80, Hal81, Hol84, KS87, KC78, Lev87,
Lin82, Lip78, Mas85, MC84, Mye83,
Mye84a, SS75, Spi80, Spi82, Spi83, Spi86,
Tex84, Uni78, Pri80, Wil89]. Guild [Dod03].
Gutenberg [Fis00, Kir05, Plaxx]. GVIP
[Ike95].

Hackers [Kad11]. half [Gou78].
half-century [Gou78]. Hallmark [Cus11].
Hamburg [WH86a]. hand [Lan49, Saz92,
Ste19, Tay16, WT26, WT28, WT33].
Handbook [AB006, Kra01, MW17, Hod03,
Kle87, Kle90, Kro67, Ric81, vL92, Bau41].
Handbuch [BF10, Poh15, Bau41].
Handling [Ano86g, KM87, Mar87].
Handwritten [LZ86]. Hangul [Kim90].
Hansen [San99]. Hard [RF77]. Hardware
[Boe76]. Hart [Har91]. Hashing [Holl87b].
having [Kra96]. HDTV [MRK93]. Head
[Ano93b, FB090, L930]. Headlines [LB74].
Hebrew [Har94b, Str93]. Height [Ano85b].
held [HAB98, Mac96, SP72]. hello [Kir05].
Help [Nel88, Dow83]. Hermann
[Cus11, Kel11, Kel19]. Hershey [WH76].
Heuristics [San82]. hidden
[CWB93, HY89, HY89]. hierarchical
[ANP81]. High [AIDG95, BHW83, CDFV12,
DiV84, Int82, Int86, KMN989, ST85, Ser88,
UKKS84, ZL87, Ano80, Ano96b, Ike95,
KKM+93, KKM+94, MP94, MR92a].
Investigation [SDB88]. IPCC [IEE93].
iron [Sax92]. isn't [Woo87]. ISO [SBSEG98].
ISO/IEC [SBSEG99]. isomath [Mil12].
ISSAC [Lev95]. issues [FSS82, Gho84].
italic [Int07]. Italics [Fow73]. Italy [Luc85].
items [Sli81, Sli84]. IV [Her69].

[WT26, WT28]. jointly [HA89]. Josef
[Mü96]. journal [MM73]. journalism
[Ten76]. Journals [Ano75, LK77]. Joy
[Sp90, Spin82, Spin83, Spin86]. July
[Ano93a, GR94, CTC66, Lev95]. June
[Abr81, Des86, Fer89, Mac96, USE87]. Just
[Lan88]. Justification [Pri81]. Justified
[Reh78, Sam82]. justifying [Ste19].

Kanji [FN85a, FN85b, ST83, TKE83].
Kanji-Printers [FN85a]. Karel [KVM02].
Kathleen [San99]. keepsake [Bia93]. Kent
[DS83]. Key [RM87]. Keyboard
[Fri70, Lun02]. Khmer [Har94a]. Killer
[SH19]. Klassifikatore [SV73]. knowledge
[TC92]. knowledge-based
[TC92]. Korean [Lun99, Kim90]. Kurs
[GK00].

labels [SB93]. labours [Bux88]. Lamp
[RF77]. Lamps [RF77]. Language
[Ben88, BK00, BW82, Fox87, Ges86, Pad87,
SW92, BK86, CK88, Gau84, Ing91, Ker81,
Ker82a, Ker82b, Kin93, PC94, Van81a,
Van80, Van81b, WB82]. languages
[Zap68, Zap70, ZB72]. Lara [Sch86a]. Large
[Buy85, GL84, KM87, WH86b, Smi89].

Large-Area [WH86b]. Laser
[Ano96d, KNS90, NAS94, FN87, LBS85,
Mar91a, Mar91b, MRK93]. Laser-printer
[Nas94]. Lasers [Dun80, Sch83]. late
[Bux88]. latest [Ben95]. Latin [TA82].
Latin/Arabic [TA82]. Lausanne [VC92].
Law [Bor96, Hsu76]. Laying [Bor96].

Layout [Kha00, SDB88, Ben95, Knui91c, Kru67].
Lead [RF77, Smi17]. leded [Tay16]. Lear
[Pec18]. Learning [CKM86, CK86, GH97].
Least [Kop93]. Least-squares [Kop93].
lessons [And05]. LePrint [LBS85]. lessons
[And05]. letter [Int06, Ros15].
Letterfontä [Poh15]. lettering
[Cus11, Lin82]. Letters
[GF00, Lin82, Mac96]. Level [GW85]. levels
[Can93]. Libraries [Cis87]. Library
[Buc64, EGL+97, PRB87, ZD91]. Life
[Fle88, Poy01a, Bux88]. ligatures [Lag92b].
Lighting [RF77, WT28]. Like [Woh98].
Likelihood [BSS92]. Line
[Hol06, RS65, Sam82, ZL87, KR85, Lan49,
Mar91a, Mar91b, PK82]. Linear
[SV73, dG99]. linear-time [dG99].

Linearer [SV73]. Linee [Cos86]. lines
[KP81]. lingual [Ano92, Gho84]. link
[MH98, San99]. Linotron [CKT80].
Linotype [Lud89, Rom86a, Rom86b, Tay16,
Col30, Mer98, MS99, Rom14]. Linsco
Lisa [Wag85]. List [NS04]. listing [Lin49].
LITA [Cra87b]. Literacy [He89]. Literary
[LR94, Kir16]. Literate [Kmu4a, Sew89].
Load [Ano86h]. Loading [FN85a, FN85b].
local [DS83]. logon [MC88]. London
[CTC65, SPD72]. Look [Gra75]. Looking
[BHH+94, BHH+99, BHH02]. Lout
[Kin91, Kin92, Kin93]. Low
[BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83, Th91, Ser88].
Low-Cost [BG73, Buy85, Col86, HH83].
Low-tech [Th91]. Lower [Mac75, Phi79].
LSI [KMNO89, NKMO89]. Ltd [Wil37].
Lyuminescentnykh [RF77].

MACC [Ano87a]. machen [RPP96].
Machine [AM86, Re160, Rom86a, Rom86b,
Lan40, Buc64, Lan49, Ned89, Phi68, She50].
machinery [Sli81, Sli84]. machines
[Fre90, Hus85a, Lin30, Lin39, Linxx, She50,
Sk59, Wil31]. Machtig [RPP96].
Macintosh


[Ste87, Des89]. **Procedural** [BW82].

**Procedure** [MMN79]. procedures [Kun79, MAV82]. Proceedings

[Abr81, Ano91, DS83, Dun80, ICC65b, Lan71, Lev95, Luc85, Mac96, USE87, VC92, WH86a, Zla92, SIG82, APL87, CTC65, Des86, HAB98, CTC66, IEE93, SPD72, vV88].

**Process** [Ano91]. Processes [Eis88, Gul62, IEE93]. Processing [Abi88, Ano83b, CH85, DO87, IBC87, Lun99, RRLG83, Sri93, BR87, Des89, KKM +93, KKM +94, Kir16, LA84, LA85, Lip78, Mye84b, Rah87, Uni85a, Won90].

processing/typesetting [LA84, LA85].

**Processor** [Lab84, Ike95, KKM +93, KKM +94].

Producing [Pin81, Wil89].

Product [Pap89].

Production [Dun80, Gra86, HYC82, PP’30, Bra84, GSKM92, Mas05, Ten76]. productivity [LB95].

products [IEE93].

Production [Man87].

**Professional** [Hod88, KS87].

Professionals [Gel91]. professionell [Gor01].

**Professional** [Hod88, KS87].

Professionals [Gel91]. professionell [Gor01].

profits [Pos78].

Program [Ano86h, BJK87, Gel91, Knu86a, Knu86b, Ock71, Ock75, Pie71, Zey74, Dal80, Knu87, Knu88, Knu91a, Knu93a, Sew89, Thi91, TH73, dG99, LK93].

Programmed [Ano86b].

**Programm** [Her69, Her71, Bir86, Knu84a, Sew89].

program [Guyxx, MH70]. Progress [FT96, Mar72, FM94].

**Project** [EGL +97, Fis00].

projectors [MR93].

promotions [Fos76].

proof [Ano52, Til52, Til55].

proofreading [Int06, Swa71, Swa79, Swa86, Swa98].

**propagation** [HYH89].

propagation [HYH91].

**propagation** [HYH89].

propagation [HYH91].

proposals [Ber00].

Proposals [Roh74].

Prospects [Ber82, Opp85, Bar65, Sey66].

**Prosthesis** [GL84].

**Providing** [Ano85a].

**Provisional** [GM83].

Psfig [BD87, BD88].

pt [Sli81, Sli84].

**Public** [PR87].

publication [Bar71, MM73].

Publications

[Ben85, Gar80, Pin81, Ano93d].

**publish** [Bar71].

**published** [Kra96].

**Publisher** [Ber82, Gil89, Jan86].

publishers [Ame30, Gul62, Mas05, McS84, Mun88].

**Publishing** [Ano96c, Ber82, Bor85, Cis87, Dun80, Gos90, Gel91, Mar87, Met75, Mor87, Myh90, Rad77, Uhn86, VC92, WH17, vV88, Ano82b, Bee86, CDFV12, CBT88, Cra87a, FN87, HAB98, Kle87, Kle90, Nat87a, Nat87b, Nat86, Ne88, Ser88, Vác92, War12, YKT90, G0K0].

**Pulling** [Dun80].

Pulse [FB90].

punctuation [Cry15, Int06].

Punkt [Ban99].

**Pursuit** [MR92b].

put [Ano80].

Quadratic [SV73].

**quadratischer** [SV73].

qualité [Can93].

Quality [Buy85, Can93, DV84, MR92b, ST85, UKK84, Ano96b, CDFV12, LB95, MP94, MR92a, SL67].

**Quantitative** [Tu83].

**Quantities** [Tu97, ISO99].

quantizer [Ano96f].

**Quark** [Ano96f].

quarter [Wal84].

queuing [Com84].

Quick [Ghe87].

**Quirky** [Lun02].

**Quirky** [Lun02].

quotations [Zap70].

**Qu’ran** [Har92].

**Qwerty** [Lun02].

Rabot [RF77].

**Raster** [HAB98, WW82, MB96].

**Raster-Systeme** [MB96].

**rasterizing** [KMN09, NKMO9].

rate [Ran86].

Ratgeber [WF99].

**ratio** [Som90].

Ray [Kim80].

Raznogo [RF77].

Re [Bra09].

**Re-typesetting** [Bra09].

**Read** [EM84, Kra96].

**Read-Only** [EM84].

readability [SB93, UBR90].

Reader [UM85].

Readers [Har91, CBB87, Kri05].

Reading [Cle82, BSS92, Pow62].

ready [Ano95a, Ano95b, Ano95c, Ano98].

realities [CIS67].

really [Lam93].

recipes [L92].

**Recognition** [AM86, Ano86e, CKM6].

CK86, CW85, KB86, KPB87, LZ86, Re166, Ste87, Tri69, Ume82, VP94, Wol86, All94, Ano96e, Ano96f, AAP94, AIDG95, EEN90, ELS94, FTBM96, HD88, KH96, KD94, Krt94, LO90, Lin95, LCO94, WW93].
SI [Ano14, Ano14, NIS04]. SIC [Dep79].
Sichere [BN85]. signs [ISO09]. SIGOA
[Abr81]. SIGPLAN [Abr81]. SIGUCCS
[Sm82]. Silbentrennung [BN85, Roe85].
Simon [Sch95]. Simple [Dew86, War12].
Simplification [Gra86], simulated [Lag95].
Simulation [MS84]. Single [Ber21].
Singular [Ano97]. Sinnentsprechende
[BN85]. Sinotype [RRLG83]. Site [Ber00].
Size [KPB87, HD88]. sizes [BSS92, Deu98, Lan49, SB93].
Skeleton [BS96]. Skeleton-based [BS96]. sketch
[Phe61]. Skill [Edv94]. skills [FN87]. Small
[And05, Sac80, SOE77]. Small-Scale
[SOE77]. SMI [KAT90]. SMI/EDIAN
[KAT90]. Smithsonian [Hus85a]. Society
[Par75, Cha97]. sociological [Eze87].
Software [Ano96c, Boe76, CW85, GL84,
LBJ95, MNM79, Pad87, Ano86f, Ano98,
Hod88, Ser88]. solid [Tay16]. Sourcebook
[Bry96]. SP [TA82]. Spacing
[Dow66, Dow93, Dow95, Ste19]. spatial
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